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Access to cited NPL 

 One of the main priorities for the IP5 industry.

 Today, accessing IP5 file wrapper data is instantaneous and seamless but 
not cited NPL records.

 This long standing issue has been tackled at the EPO by adding Digital 
Object Identifiers (DOIs) to the NPL records cited and contained in EPO 
databases.  

 A DOI is a permanent URL to a digital source:   
http://dx.doi.org/10.1097/CJI.0b013e3182594387



How to assign DOIs to NPL?
 Use the service offered by an official Digital Object Identifier (DOI) Registration 

Agency of the International DOI Foundation.

 The EPO uses the services of Crossref an Agency launched in 1998 to support the 

DOI system.

 Currently used by over 5000 assigners: publishers, science data centres, movie 

studios, etc. 

 Approximately 175 million DOI names assigned to date

 Over 5 billion DOI resolutions per year



How does the EPO proceed?

 Crossref Member since 2005 – Membership fee.

 Crossref has a database of bibliographic data from most publisher’s articles 
including the assigned DOI.

 All EPO NPL records (cited or loaded) without DOIs created in the last 6 
months are automatically sent to the Crossref database to check if a DOI 
exists.

 Crossref sends the full matching records to the EPO



DOIs for NPL records: the process
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DOI in practice 
 60% of EPO NPL has a DOI

 Improved matching of records between EPO databases

 Improved access for the external users without copyright infringement 
(ESPACENET and File Inspection)

 Project: identify collections without DOIs and contact the owners to ask 
them to assign DOIs

 A unique identifier for NPL records with the benefits this brings



Examples from Espacenet

 NPL cited with DOI on EP2950102 :
 “Increased ceramide in brains with Alzheimer's and other 

neurodegenerative diseases”
 DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/JAD-2011-111202

 NPL cited with DOI on  EP3243832:
 “Combination of a Bispecific Antibody and Costimulatory 

Antibody-Ligand Fusion Proteins for Targeted Cancer 
Immunotherapy”
 DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1097/CJI.0b013e3182594387











EPO orders from external libraries –
The other way to access NPL

 Most used libraries:
− Bayerisches Staatsbibliothek
− TIB Hannover
− Subito
− National Library of Medicine
− British Library

 80% of orders delivered to the EPO within 1 working day!



IP5 recommendations

 Affiliate membership with Crossref

 Identify records missing DOIs in internal databases

 Use the query system of Crossref to check if DOIs exist for those records

 Apply the method to the archived NPL and update it on a regular basis

 Contact sources with no DOIs to encourage them to apply DOIs to their 
publications
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